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Expanded Coverage: This new edition features expanded beach coverage, with Ã¢â‚¬Å“Best

ForÃ¢â‚¬Â• rankings that help travelers choose the perfect beach. Brand new hotel (including

DisneyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s new Oahu resort), restaurant, shop and bar reviews provide fresh tips for staying

and playing. Illustrated Features: Use our illustrated map of Waikiki for the best dining, drinking,

shopping and exploring spots. Pearl Harbor anchors gives visitors the background and tips

necessary for visiting this historic site. You canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t visit Hawaii without a surf experience! Our

North Shore surfing anchor points out the best spots and times to catch the big wave pros in action.

Other illustrated features teach travelers snorkeling tips and about HawaiiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s unique culture,

from lei to luau to hula. Indispensable Trip Planning Tools: Top Experiences and Great Itineraries

help travelers make the most of their island time. This guide also has useful tips for families and

people planning Hawaiian weddings and honeymoons. The Experience chapter helps travelers pick

the best beaches and outdoor adventures. A top water activities chart lets you choose your perfect

water excursion. Illustrated plant and marine life identification keys are useful tools for hikers and

snorkelers. Discerning Recommendations: Ã‚Â FodorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢sÃ‚Â  Oahu offers savvy advice and

recommendations from local writers to help travelers make the most of their visit. FodorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

Choice designates our best picks, from hotels to nightlife.Ã‚Â  Ã¢â‚¬Å“Word of MouthÃ¢â‚¬Â•

quotes from fellow travelers provide valuable insights.
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Because this is the latest issue, this Fodor's turned out to be very helpful on our trip. We knew

before we went the cost and where might be the best place for our event or meal as well how close

to our condo they might be located. The map in back as well as those throughout the book were

invaluable as we drove. I would definitely recommend it to anyone visiting Oahu.

Lived there 20 yrs ago and bought this before going back. A great and accurate refresher to plan

our visit.

This book is definitely a must have if you are visiting Oahu. It has a lot of good information that is

necessary for this island. I would recommend anyone going to Oahu to get this book.

Fodor's Oahu book was great while we were on vaca in Oahu. It detailed all the different areas and

attractions, and was small enough to go everywhere with us. We were at Ko Olina resorts in the

west and would go there again while in Oahu. Waikiki was a too crowded and busy area, so glad we

made the choice of location that we did!

Reading it from the beginning to the end on Kiindle I enjoyed each chapter-especially when you can

skip around. Great reading on plane to HI- combined with my reading of Michtener's HAWAII-it gets

u ready for the language/places.

Wore this book out on our Hawaii vacation. It was fantastic and the reviews were right on. Saved us

time and money.

This book has very "readable content". The layout was well thought out and the "tips" are well

placed within the content. Of all the books I have used for pre-trip research, this has been the most

helpful.

This book was helpful in finding some extraordinary botanical gardens on Oahu, and all of the key

tourist destinations. The one failing, which no doubt has to do with the financial decline, is that many

of the restaurants listed in the book are no longer open. We found it was best to call first to confirm

they were still open before driving over to them. About half of them were not. Otherwise, the book

contains a wealth of great information that will make your trip much more enjoyable. Fodor's would

do well to have an updated version on the web.
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